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Executive Summary
●

SUMMARY OF RESEARCH,
DESIGN, TESTING, AND NEXT
STEPS
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
PROBLEM STATEMENT
We identified that among adults, there is a disconnect between their creative interest and the
pursuit of their artistic development.
People feel that their creative learning is most effective in structured environments with
guided instruction, buildable elements, and feedback. Adults who have creative interests but
lack confidence in their abilities have difficulty accessing these structured environments to
pursue their interests.

How might we build a digital tool that provides step by step instruction
anywhere and builds their creative confidence?

In gathering insights from each user
interview, we saw a trend in the
process of creating that each user
described to us. This theme of a
cyclical process kept presenting itself.
We determined that this cycle is
useful in keeping users engaged and
motivated to keep creating.

The ideal path for our user was designed with the Creative Confidence Cycle in mind. We
wanted to design a flow that meets users in their curiosity by placing them in an infinite space
to explore.
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HOW WE MEASURE SUCCESS
PRODUCT VISION
Help people be confident in pursuing their artistic & creative inclinations.

Measurement:
recurring use

Measurement:
recommendation

Means: investment
in their learning

Means: experience
to be shared

Measurement:
completing learning
cycle

Measurement:
engagement/participation
through feedback or art

Means: commitment to
the task, clarity of task

Means: build a community
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Context
●
●

INITIAL PROBLEM STATEMENT
CONTEXT RESEARCH
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INITIAL PROBLEM STATEMENT
WHERE WE STARTED & ORIGINAL CONTEXT

Students lacking access to arts programs and mentorship don’t
have a way to learn about art outside the classroom. How might
we create a tool that makes artistic tools and mentorship available
anywhere through a mobile device?
We began some initial research to learn about current resources and programs that
focus on increasing access to arts education for kids.
Through our research of arts education nonprofits like Studio in a School,
ArtsConnection and The Future Project we realized the complexities and research
necessary to enter this space. These organizations have been in the space of
increasing arts education access for years - gathering insights and best practices.

Extensive research would be needed to have significant impact in our
chosen context because of things like the complex structure of the
education system and how cultural institutions operate within it. We
ultimately determined that we could not accomplish this within our time
constraint, and decided to evaluate the arts space through a broader lens.

Due to these limitations, we
decided to expand the context of
our initial research to locate a
problem that we could
effectively address.
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Initial Research
●
●
●

SCREENER SURVEY
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
REFRAMING PROBLEM SPACE
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SCREENER SURVEY
We sent out a screener survey to get a brief snapshot of a variety of topics:
●
●
●
●

Drawing
Perceived artistic abilities
Skill learning apps
Resources needed for artistic learning

34 responses
●
●
●
●
●

●

Occupations ranged from Artist to Arts Administration to Product Manager
to Venture Capital.
Ages ranged from 20 through 65.
People started drawing at a young age and continued through adulthood with
69.7% considering themselves artistic & 54.5% stating they can draw
75% wanting to learn how to draw & 96.9% considered drawing learnable
Top 3 things people stated that was needed to support their learning:
○ Visual Examples (90.3%)
○ Time (87.1%)
○ Mentorship/Instruction (77.4%)
58.1% said No to using a digital learning support like an app. Those that did use
an app used Duolingo and Skillshare.
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SURVEY SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS
Can you draw?

Do you have an interest in
learning how to draw?

Do you think drawing
is learnable?

CONCLUSIONS
Summarizing assumptions about users from survey:
● Can you draw? -- Ability
● Interest in drawing? -- Curiosity
● Drawing learnable? -- Potential

Majority say drawing is learnable and that they are interested, BUT there is a
disconnect in how that translates to how they perceive their ability.

Why is this?
● Lack of learning structure?
● Lack of ease?
● Lack of confidence?

These “whys” and identified disconnect precipitated a reframing of our target user
and problem space which was refined through subsequent user and competitive
research.
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User Research
●
●
●

REFRAMING PROBLEM SPACE
USER RESEARCH GOALS
USER RESEARCH INSIGHTS
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REFRAMING PROBLEM SPACE

In expanding the context of our initial research, we identified that among adults, there
is a disconnect between their creative interest and the pursuit of their artistic
development. In our user research, we wanted to understand the gaps between the
users’ want to learn, their perceived ability and reasons why they wouldn’t move
forward in this process.

USER RESEARCH GOALS
ROUND 1.
●
●
●
●
●

Measure interest in learning how to draw
Determine perceived value of drawing or
arts as a whole
Learn about learning processes of an artistic
skill
Learn about general learning tools or
methods used
Understand the barriers in learning an
artistic skill

ROUND 2.
●
●
●
●
●

How do users feel that confidence can be
built?
What constraints are needed to structure
and manage a user’s learning process?
How do users get invested in their learning
process?
Is there a perceived relationship between
confidence and self expression?
Measure interest in learning a new skill?
...How does learning a new skill impact
confidence?
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USER RESEARCH INSIGHTS
FINDINGS FROM INTERVIEWS
VALUE OF ART
●
●

Outlet
An alternative way to
communicate with
people

DRAWING
●

●

Democratic -- anyone
can do it, with only pen
and paper
It’s learnable

BARRIERS TO DEVELOPMENT
●
●
●

Confidence
Need a certain amount
of skills
Time

ART INSTRUCTION NEEDS
●
●
●

Step by step
Visual examples
Ability to share

There’s something real and tangible in art making that can provide a sense of
accomplishment.
There’s an impulse to share one’s artwork with other people which produces a
learning cycle that progresses one’s improvement and provides additional
examples and motivation in the learning process.
Overly negative feedback was seen to demotivate in the artistic learning
process.
Art provided users a way to express themselves, a way to value different
perspectives, reframed the importance of perfection, and allowed them to
focus on the process not results.
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USER RESEARCH INSIGHTS
IDEAL LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
Attributes of the space/environment needed to inspire and
cultivate one’s learning.

→ Sense of belonging
→ Social approval or safety
→ Collaborative environment
→ Openness

We found from our research that users need an open, positive
environment to in order to remain motivated in their learning
and development of skills.
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USER RESEARCH INSIGHTS
CREATIVE CONFIDENCE CYCLE

Curiosity
Seeking Resource

Get Confidence

Get Feedback

Time & energy

Knowledge Gained

Sharing Results
Initial Confidence

In gathering insights from each user interview, we saw a trend in the
process of creating that each user described to us. This theme of a
cyclical process kept presenting itself. We determined that this cycle
is useful in keeping users engaged and motivated to keep creating.
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Competitive Research
●
●
●

FEATURE ANALYSIS
COMPETITIVE MATRIX
COMPETITIVE RESEARCH
SUMMARY
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COMPETITIVE/COMPARATIVE
RESEARCH
In the interest of learning about other competitors and comparators in the adult
learning space, we evaluated other apps that provide learning services & tools in
creative, language, and general topics.
●
●

Competitors: Learn How to Draw Eyes, How2Draw,
Comparatives: Duolingo, Drop, ComicBook, Youtube (tutorial videos), OSMO

HIGHLIGHTED LEARNING APPS & RESOURCES
Guided
Learning

Ease

Incentives

Engaging

Feedback

Duolingo
How To
Draw Eyes
Youtube
Osmo
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COMPETITIVE MATRIX
HIGH BARRIER

DROPS
COMICBOOK
OSMO

LEARN HOW TO
DRAW EYES

GUIDED

INDEPENDENT

HOW2DRAW

YOUTUBE
DUOLINGO

LOW BARRIER

Based on the feature analysis, we created a competitive matrix to see how
these learning apps and creative tools related to each other. We evaluated the
competitors and comparators by the following scales:
●

●

Guided vs. Independent -- measuring the amount of structure and
guidance provided in the interaction and learning material between the
device and user.
Low to High Barrier -- measuring the level of ease, cost, and accessibility
as a whole
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COMPETITIVE SUMMARY
●

The most concentrated quadrant is Guided with High Barrier for the user.
These apps, while structured in their learning tools and teaching methods,
require time, energy, and monetary cost to start learning and continue
learning. For example, Learn How to Draw Eyes shows level of each drawing
lessons, and provides step by step process. At the same time, every time
opening the app, users have to download lesson data, and use time to
understand and interact with the app interface.

●

Duolingo is the leader of effective learning apps on the market, providing
interactive guidance and structured learning that’s easy to understand and at
no monetary cost to the user

●

Youtube, while incredibly accessible and free to the user, puts the onus on
users to determine their path, focus, and intention in their learning.

●

Osmo requires hardware set-up which users have to invest not only monetary
cost but also time and effort to start learning. The app lets users be self-driven
in their learning process but provides no specific guidance or feedback.

CONCLUSION
We are striving to reside in the GUIDED and LOW BARRIER quadrant.
We want users to get enough guidance to proceed in their learning without a high
cost in time, energy & money
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Problem Statement &
User
●
●
●

PROBLEM STATEMENT
USER PERSONA
USER JOURNEY
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PROBLEM STATEMENT

People feel that their creative learning is most effective in structured
environments with guided instruction, buildable elements, and feedback.
Adults who have creative interests but lack confidence in their abilities have
difficulty accessing these structured environments to pursue their interests.

How might we build a digital tool that provides step by step instruction
anywhere and builds their creative confidence?
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USER PERSONA
Damien | 29 | Retail Manager
Damien lives in Seattle and works in a high-end fashion
retailer as the General Manager. His aspiration is to work
for corporate and he’s pushing himself, working long hours,
to ingratiate and get the attention of the higher-ups who
could promote him. He was introduced to art and design in
middle school and started working in fashion because he
thought it would be a great way to build on those interests.
Unfortunately, his managerial roles are confined to
administrative duties like managing staff and purchasing.
He tries to take in art shows in his spare time, but what he
really wants is to take a class to refine his art skills. He has
bought art materials to draw and paint in his own time,
however, without instruction he doesn’t know where to
start. His hours are irregular and he often comes home and
resorts to watching Netflix to decompress instead of
investing in his own artistic vision and skillset.

NEEDS
→ A learning tool that can be accessed anywhere
→ Engaging lessons that inspire him to return
→ A way to assess his progress

FRUSTRATIONS
→ Art classes don’t fit into his schedule
→ Feels unmotivated by his perceived lack of ability
→ Doesn’t have a way to measure how far he is in his learning
→ He doesn’t know where to start or what to learn

GOALS

HOW MIGHT WE SERVE

→ find an inclusive community of arts learners
→ more time to pursue his artistic ideas
→ get positive and constructive feedback
→ get tangible outcome

→ Digital educational environment
→ Step by step, guided instruction
→ Learning that builds on the previous topic
→ Interactive and fun art lessons
→ Classes that produce a physical outcome
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USER JOURNEY

Damien starts off his journey with an impulse to create. He is tired of
doing the same thing every day to decompress. He gets inspired by one of
the art shows he visits and decides to invest in some basic art supplies to
jumpstart his learning. As he researches learning resources to hoan his
artistic skills, he descends into a state of disillusionment because art
classes don’t fit into his schedule and other learning tools (like creative
apps and YouTube videos) don’t provide the structure and guidance he
needs. Eventually, he ends up completely abandoning the process.
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Platform Choice
●
●

CHOICE OF PLATFORM
RESEARCH SUMMARY
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CHOICE OF PLATFORM
The criteria of the platform choice:
→ User Profile
→ Accessibility
→ Usage
Target User Age Bracket: 18-29
●
●
●

Half of screened users fall in age bracket
94% own a smartphone
17% dependent on smartphone

We want to provide a democratic creative experience using both technology and
analog techniques to increase accessibility because:
●

77% have home broadband access
○ 21% make less than $30,000 as income,
and mostly dependent on smartphone for
internet access
○ Hispanic 23%, Black 15%, White 9%

We want to engage learners that connect with educational content primarily using
their mobile device
Hispanic 45%, Black 32%, White 26%

Our chosen platform based on these conditions:
●
●

Primary Platform: Mobile
Primary Design Standard: Android
○ Android Global Market Share 85.0%

Sources:
Pew Research Center - Demographics Mobile Fact Sheet
https://www.pewinternet.org/fact-sheet/mobile/
Pew Research Center - Racial and ethnic differences in how people use mobile technology
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2015/04/30/racial-and-ethnic-differences-in-how-people-use-mobile-technology/
IDC, May 2017 - Smartphone OS
https://www.idc.com/promo/smartphone-market-share/os
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Designing Solution
●
●
●
●
●

ART WORKSHOP
DESIGN STUDIO
FEATURE PRIORITIZATION
APIs
SKETCHES
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ART WORKSHOP
CONCEPT & STRUCTURE

GOALS
Test themes from screener & user interviews:
● Recreating a structured collaborative environment
● Guided instruction in learning
● Creative confidence cycle relating to art making
● Time & energy constraints
WHAT WE DID
Lesson Brief:
● 5 users participated in an art workshop together where they created drawings that
were turned into a group “palette” for collages to be made.
● Users than participated in a group critique where each user’s piece was discussed.
● Users were debriefed as a group about the experience asking questions like:
○ What would you do differently?
○ How can you transfer these skills to a new piece?
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ART WORKSHOP
CONCLUSIONS
●

Participants enjoyed making art in a collaborative, sharing environment

●

The tight time frame is evocative and allowed users to focus on the moment
rather than the result

●

Users drew inspiration from their fellow participants

●

Upon completing the workshop, users were interested in learning more about
other tools they could learn

●

Users enjoyed the handcrafting element and having a tangible result at the end
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was just
the
doing o
f it”

“It was enjoyable to hear feedback,
to feel like people could relate to it”
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DESIGN STUDIO
From our three design studio sessions, we focused on creating
opportunities for inspiration within an existing learning flow.
In designing a learning tool for the creatively curious learner,
we strove to recreate elements of an effective learning
environment while utilizing the innovations of a digital format
to enhance the process.

We determined a general user flow:

Entry → Learning Content & Format of Lesson → Feedback →
Share → Skill breakdown
We then identified the supporting systems needed for users to keep moving on the
learning process:
● Indication of where users are on the learning process
● Inspiration tool for users to keep learning
29

DESIGN STUDIO FINDINGS
NON-LINEAR COMPOSITION
Since there is no standardized or fixed form of progression in art, we decided not to
apply common linear learning process or obvious connections between artwork on our
product.

TIME
Users think they have to invest a certain amount of time to learn art but it’s hard to find
spare time outside of their work or daily routine. They can learn or create art in short
amount of time with our product.

TANGIBLE VS DIGITAL CREATION
Tangible and digital creating experience and outcome is very different from each other.
Digital creation does not require any other material preparation, such as sketchbook
and drawing tool. However, digital creation experience cannot help to develop tangible
creation ability. In addition, users get more satisfaction when they get tangible
outcome from the activity.

PEN & PAPER
Users can start the learning and creation with simple tools and materials that are easily
accessible so they can use the product anywhere. A democratic creative experience.

DESIGN STUDIO FINDINGS
Infinite Inspiration Space
This is a community space where users get inspired by others
artwork to start their own learning and creation and bring back
their creation and share with the community and start the cycle
again.

inspired

INSPIRATION
SPACE

share

LEARNING &
CREATION

●

Inspiration: Users get inspired by other users’ drawing to decide what to learn
and practice

●

Entry point: Users choose the lesson they want to learn from the related
drawings

●

Share: Users share their drawings to give inspiration to others, contribute to the
community, and get confidence that they belong to the community

●

Display: The space is a shared sketchbook between users. No grid is shown
between artworks. Artworks are not just listed but fill the space both vertically
and horizontally. In addition, artworks are displayed in random order.
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DESIGN STUDIO FINDINGS
CONTENT OF LEARNING & CREATION
●

●

Drawing Lesson: Users think they need to learn basic skills to do art. Therefore,
we provide various drawing lessons so users can be confident that they get new
knowledge and can build foundation to create their own artwork.
Collage: Users can easily make a collage using shared drawing in a short amount
of time so they can get idea that doing art do not require much time and effort
and create their own inspiration for next learning process and creating their own
artwork.

LESSON FORMAT
●
●

Step by step: Users will learn each drawing skills through step by step instruction
with progression bar so they can map out the whole process in mind.
Video: Following videos rather than static images, users will be able to see the
more detail of drawing process.

SKILLMAP
●
●

Feedback: after completing a new lesson, users will get indication about how
many skills they learned.
Where you are at: On skill map, users will get an idea how much they have
improved and how much they have to learn .

TAGGING
●

Lessons/drawings/artworks are categorized so users can navigate different
lessons.
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FEATURE PRIORITIZATION
NICE TO HAVE
COPY/PASTE
ARTWORK

DIGITAL
DOODLING

MATERIALS

JOURNAL

COLLAGE

LOGIN
THROUGH...

YOUR CREATION MAP
(SKILLS DEVELOPED)

BREAKING RULE/
STRUCTURE
HIGH EFFORT

LOW EFFORT
FILTERS

MY GALLERY

SHARE

TAGGING

DIGITAL
CREATION

PROGRESSION BAR
STEP BY STEP
LESSON

INSPIRATION

FEEDBACK

VIEW OTHER
USERS WORK

TANGIBLE
CREATION

KEY:

MUST HAVE
SHOULD HAVE
COULD HAVE
WON’T HAVE

ESSENTIAL

Through our design studio, we were able to determine many possible features
that could be implemented into our potential solution. We did a MoSCoW
exercise in which we sorted these possibilities into feature category types that
our solution Must Have, Should Have, Could Have, and Won’t Have. Once our
possible features were categorized, we prioritized them further by determining
which ones were most essential and required the least amount of effort.
From this feature synthesis, we found traces of our Creative Confidence Cycle
within these features -- Curiosity fulfilled by an inspiration feature or element;
Knowledge Gained through step by step lessons that result in a tangible creation
that can be shared and solidify confidence. By keeping our learning scope very
specific (drawing, requiring only a writing utensil and paper) we could build out
these essential features with relatively low effort.
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APIs
INFINITE CANVAS
Realtimeboard (API in development)
https://realtimeboard.com/integration/
Sketch (API, artboard, no mobile though - is it adaptable?)
https://developer.sketchapp.com/reference/api/
Creating infinite space for users drawings to be added to create the Doodleverse.

AGGREGATED DYNAMIC CONTENT
Dark Sky
https://darksky.net
Creating dynamic content based on changing data is feasible. An example of this is Darksky.net’s emjoi map generating emjoi’s based on weather (temperature and feel) and plotting them on a map with some quirks (i.e.
creature emjois in the sea) to create fun, engaging, and useful content.
Firebase Realtime Database
https://firebase.google.com/docs/database/
Would allow us to store growing dynamic content in a database in realtime and develop cross platform.

ANIMATING DRAWING STEP BY STEP LESSONS
Principle
https://medium.com/sketch-app-sources/quick-and-simple-character-animation-with-principle-app-6f4eb3b8223
Google Animation
https://developers.google.com/chart/interactive/docs/animation
It is possible to animate charts and objects over time. This could be leveraged to animate drawing lessons instead of
video.

TURNING DRAWINGS INTO VECTORS
Example App: Carbo by Creaceed
Google Vision API
https://cloud.google.com/vision/
Automatically can detect content of images. Perhaps using this to tag drawings in database and guide users to
drawing lessons.
Google OCR
https://cloud.google.com/vision/docs/ocr
Allows app to recognize lines and curves in a line drawing. Perhaps moving drawing forward to be vectorized.

HANDWRITING RECOGNITION
MyScript - Interactive Ink
https://www.myscript.com/interactive-ink/
Allows drawings to be interpreted in realtime and to remain editable.
Developer Kits: https://myscript.com/technology/#developer-kits
Google Handwriting Input
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.google.android.apps.handwriting.ime
Good Notes
https://www.goodnotes.com/
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LOW-FI SKETCHES

Infinite Inspiration Space
DOODLEVERSE

Choose Category

Post the drawing

Choose Drawing

Lesson Videos

Follow the lesson

Our low fidelity prototype sought to implement these essential features into a
simple, cyclical flow in which the Inspired become the Inspirees. A user selects a
lesson type through a drawing they are inspired by. Users are then encouraged to
share back to the Doodleverse community to inspire others.
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LOW-FI SKETCHES

Finish collage and share on Doodleverse

On collage mode, select images

Our second low fidelity prototype sought to recreate the collaborative art workshop
experience (from our earlier testing) in which users create art with other people’s
work.
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Low-fi Prototype
Testing
●
●
●

USABILITY TEST ROUND 1
USABILITY TEST ROUND 2
INSIGHTS
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USABILITY TEST
We conducted a round of usability tests on 6 users with our two low-fi
prototype flows.
You are Damien. You are a general manager of a high-end retailer. You studied art in middle
school, but it has been years since you’ve learned about art in any formal setting. You love going
to art galleries with your friends, but you miss the process of making art yourself. You heard
about this app called DoodleVerse that helps you discover people’s drawings from around the
world and start drawing lessons based on what you discover.

FLOW 1
Task 1: Explore the Doodleverse and select an eye that you want to draw
Task 2: Complete the lesson

GOALS
●
Measure ease and delight of learning process
●
Measure value of opening/inspiration/discovery page
●
Measure clarity of lesson
●
Measure satisfaction of their artwork

FLOW 2
Task 1: Explore the Doodleverse to get inspired by others work. Find a
way a to create something quick and fun before you to get work.
GOALS
●
Measure ease and delight of learning process
●
Measure value of opening/inspiration/discovery page
●
Measure clarity of collage mode
●
Measure satisfaction of their artwork
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USABILITY TESTING INSIGHTS
Flow 1

4 users

“I feel like a kid”
→ Ease of use: 3.75 avg
→ Enjoyability: 5 avg
→ 4 out of 4 users said completing the task made them want to draw more.
→ All users were confused by the “tagging” page --the page before the lesson listing page.
→ 3 out of 4 users desired audio to accompany the visual instruction provided in the videos

Flow 2

2 users

“Feels like you should be able to add on to other people’s drawings
even in the Doodleverse”
→ Ease of use: 3.5
→ Enjoyability: 2.75
→ Users were confused about how to move on to collage mode from the Doodleverse.
→ Doodleverse is just a palette for collage and there should be another space including only
collages
→ they want to collaborate with other users by combining different collages and make a new
one.
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MID-fi Wireframes
●
●

TASK FLOW
MID-FI SCREEN ANNOTATIONS
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TASK FLOW
Damien is on a lunch break at work. He decides to explore Doodleverse to get in a
quick drawing lesson and add to his skillmap within the app.

doodleverse

The ideal path for our user was designed with the Creative Confidence Cycle in
mind. We wanted to design a flow that meets users in their curiosity by placing
them in an infinite space to explore. Within our flow, users’ own natural
inspiration serves as the filter for their learning. Once users have completed their
lesson, and attained an initial level of confidence, we wanted to complete the
cycle by having them sharing their work, creating an opportunity for feedback,
gained confidence and reignited curiosity.
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MID-FI SCREEN ANNOTATIONS
ENTRY & EXPLORATION

Doodleverse
Main Screen
2

1

DOODLEVERSE
An Infinite Inspiration Space of drawings
and doodles posted by other users. Each
drawing is linked to related lessons that
correspond to what that specific drawing or
doodle is. This is an infinite space that users
can scroll through in any direction.

1

Reasoning: This is to create a way to digitally
collaborate, discover, and be inspired by
other creatively curious artists and learners.

2

BADGE & PROFILE
The badge icon is linked to the user’s Skill
Map which tracks the skills, and artistic level
that the user has achieved.
The profile icon is linked to the user’s
personal artist profile, which includes the
user’s private gallery, favorited drawings,
and another way to access their Skill Map
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MID-FI SCREEN ANNOTATIONS
DISCOVERY
1

ARTIST INFORMATION
Information about the artist of the selected
drawing, which include: Artist Profile Name,
profile photo thumbnail and their city and state
Reasoning: To give users a stronger sense of their
fellow artist and learner community.

Drawing Preview Screen
2

1

FAVORITING FEATURE
This heart icon is clickable and allows users to
“favorite” this drawing, which saves it to their
gallery. Users can revisit their favorited drawings
to start lessons. Also, users can see other
members of the community who have also
“favorited” this image.
Reasoning: A way to prompt users to participate
and give feedback to the other artists and
learners within the Doodleverse community.

3

2

INSPIRED FEATURE
The Inspired feature indicates how many other
artists were inspired to take lessons from this
selected drawing. The number generated here is
the number of the people who navigated to
lessons off of this page

3

Reasoning: This provides the artist of this drawing
another form of feedback. The number of people
“inspired” to learn is stored in the artist profile

4
4

LESSON LIST
These are a list of recommended lessons
generated by the app based tags assigned to the
drawing (by the user prior to posting)
Reasoning: To allow users a way to filter to a
specific category of lessons. A way to recommend
43
and inspire users further.

MID-FI SCREEN ANNOTATIONS
LESSON SELECTION
Lesson Listing Screen

1

Once the user selects their lesson category after
the drawing preview page, they are brought to
the Lesson Listing Screen

1

2

LESSON CATEGORY

Reasoning: To give users a way to filter to a
specific lesson topic.

2

DRAWING CAROUSEL
Users can scroll through the drawing carousels to
select a specific drawing lesson. The carousels are
grouped by subcategories.
Reasoning: A way segmenting the filtering process
into digestible steps that still allows for more
discovery and inspiration

Eye Lesson Summary Screen
A summary of the selected lesson from the
previous drawing carousels. A breakdown of the
materials needed, the skills that the user will learn,
and how many parts in the lesson.
Reasoning: From Low-Fi tests, users wanted more
clarity about what materials were needed and how
many steps they could expect in the lesson.
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MID-FI SCREEN ANNOTATIONS
DRAWING INSTRUCTION
1

Lesson Screen

LESSON VIDEO
Videos are included in every lesson to provide visual
examples of the whole drawing process from start to
finish

1

Reasoning: Users desired visual examples in their artistic
learning process.

2

2

WRITTEN INSTRUCTIONS
Accompanying written instructions to clarify and describe
drawing techniques being demonstrated in the video
Reasoning: Users wanted more technical instruction to
accompany the visual example

3

3

PROGRESS BAR
A visual tracker of the user’s progress through the lesson

Skills Learned Pop-up Screen
1

SKILLS LEARNED POP-UP
A pop-up that appears once the user completes their
lesson. Reiterates the skills that were learned in the lesson
and how many skills are left to unlock the next artistry
level.

1

Reasoning: Users can track their artistic progress as a
whole

2

2

CALL TO ACTION BUTTONS
Takes users either back to the Doodleverse to explore and
start a new lesson or prompts users to document their art
by taking a picture
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MID-FI SCREEN ANNOTATIONS
POSTING PREPARATION
Fullfillment Screen
1Fulfillment Page

1

IMAGE
PREVIEW
1 LESSON
VIDEO
A preview
of are
the included
photographed
drawing
vectorized
image
Videos
in every
lessonintoaprovide
visual
format
examples of the the whole drawing process from start to
finish

2

1

2

2

Tagging Screen
1
3

Reasoning:
Users desired visual examples in their artistic
OPTION
BUTTONS

learning process.
Three different option buttons for the user that either allow the
user to add their image to the Doodleverse, add their image to
their
Gallery,
or a new page of recommended
WRITTEN
INSTRUCTIONS
2 personal
instructions and lessons to refine their drawing.
Accompanying written instructions to clarify and describe
drawing techniques being demonstrated in the video
Reasoning: Users wanted more technical instruction to
accompany the visual example

RECOMMENDED TAG BUTTONS

These recommended tags are clickable, pre-populated elements
PROGRESS
and allow
the user BAR
to assign specific tags to their drawing prior
to posting.
This
allowsofthe
to attach
specific
lesson
A visual
tracker
theapp
user’s
progress
through
the lesson
categories to the drawing

1

Posting Screen
1
1

POSTED IMAGE
Once the user has completed tagging their image and clicks
post, they are navigated back to the Doodleverse and shown
where their drawing has been added
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MID-FI SCREEN ANNOTATIONS
ARTIST DEVELOPMENT
1

Fulfillment Page

Videos are included in every lesson to provide visual
examples of the the whole drawing process from start to
finish

Skill Map

1

Reasoning: Users desired visual examples in their artistic
learning process.

2
2

2

31

LESSON VIDEO

WRITTEN INSTRUCTIONS
1 SKILL MAP

Accompanying written instructions to clarify and describe
drawing techniques
being
demonstrated
in the video
A map of
the user’s
artistic journey
for a
visual
display
of
their
progress.
It
lets
a to
Reasoning: Users wanted more technical instruction
uservisual
see how
many elements (skills,
accompany the
example
feedback, and shares) they have unlocked
and how many are needed to proceed to
the next level of artistry

PROGRESS BAR

Reasoning:
A way
to trackthrough
overall progress,
A visual tracker
of the user’s
progress
the lesson
incentives in their learning, encourage
participation in the Doodleverse
community.

2

LEVEL BREAKDOWN
A written menu of the skills, feedback, and
shares needed to proceed to the next level
of artistry
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Mid-fi Prototype
Testing
●
●

USABILITY TEST ROUND 2
INSIGHTS
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USABILITY TEST ROUND 2
For our second round of usability testing, we eliminated the second flow
which proved to be too problematic to continue at this stage and added
additional tasks (*Noted in yellow).

You are Damien. You are a general manager of a high-end retailer. You studied art in middle
school, but it has been years since you’ve learned about art in any formal setting. You love
going to art galleries with your friends, but you miss the process of making art yourself. You
heard about this app called Doodleverse that helps you discover people’s drawings from
around the world and start drawing lessons based on what you discover.

During your lunch break, you decide to sneak in a quick lesson in drawing eyes. Explore the
Doodleverse, find an eye you want to draw and complete the lesson.
Task 1: Explore the doodle universe and select an eye that you want to draw
Task 2: Complete the lesson

Congratulations on completing the lesson! Now that you’ve gained some new skills, it’s time
to show off your work to the Doodleverse community.
Task 3: Take Photo, Add needed tags to your drawing and add it to
Doodleverse

Now that you’re part of the community, you want to double check how many more skills,
shares, and feedback you need to complete before you get to the next drawing level in your
journey
Task 4: Check your Skill Map
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MID FIDELITY USABILITY TESTING
FINAL PROBLEM
STATEMENT
4 Users
TASKS:
Task 1: Explore the doodle universe and select an eye that you want to draw
Task 2: Complete the lesson
Task 3: Take Photo, Add needed tags to your drawing and add it to Doodleverse
Task 4: Check your Skill Map

GOALS
●
Measure ease and delight of learning process
●
Measure value of opening/inspiration/discovery page
●
Measure clarity of lesson
●
Measure satisfaction of their artwork

INSIGHTS:
1)
Users expect splash page upon entering the app
2)
Users find tags on the Drawing Profile page confusing
3)
Users were confused by “inspired” line. It looked like a scale that they could interact with.
4)
Users don’t want to share until their skills are more advanced.
5)
User are very interested in their personal galleries.
6)
Users clicked on eye drawing instead of eye button
7)
Eye, body parts, and realistic look like suggestions
8)
Don’t like pressing bubbles on progress bar. Would like a button instead
9)
Users unsure of what “refine your work” means
10)
Users want more detailed progress information
11)
Users worried about drawings being lost in Doodleverse

Ease

4.25

Enjoyability

4.25
(Scale of 0 to 5)
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Hi-fi Screens
●
●

LINK TO PROTOTYPE
HI-FI SCREEN MOCKUPS
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HIGH FIDELITY SCREENS
SCREEN ITERATIONS
To address user confusion, we built a splash screen for first time Doodlers to
breakdown the elements of the Doodleverse experience. We edited copy and
provided additional instructions throughout the flow for clarity as well as
combining two screens for overall ease.

Next steps
●
●
●

TIMELINE
SUMMARY
POTENTIAL PARTNERSHIPS
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NEXT STEPS TIMELINE

1 week

2 months

3 months

●
●

Build out User Flow
Research Analog Arts Pedagogy

●

Complete Lesson Feature Based
Doodleverse App

●
●

Future Features
Collage Mode

●

6 mos - 1 yr
●

Potential Partners Confirmed
○ 2 Nonprofits
○ 1 Commercial
Screen, Interview and Usability
Test with New Target User in
different age bracket, young
people and students

NEXT STEPS SUMMARY

The proposed timeline suggests:
●

Building a User Flow that allows users to immerse themselves in
Doodleverse through participation in a community

●

Arts Pedagogy Research to strengthen lesson content and ensure its
quality

●

Proposed Release Date of Doodleverse with Lesson Based Content

●

Additional features like Collage Mode previously tested in Low Fidelity
Wireframes

●

Identify New Target User in Schools lacking Arts Education Services,
measure utility and usefulness in Original Problem Space

●

Potential Partnerships in providing new paid content to support the app
and other aspirations

POTENTIAL PARTNERSHIPS
Doodleverse is a freemium arts education mobile app with paid premium content,
modelled after Duolingo’s services. The app creates a learning environment that
encourages creatives to learn, relearn and/or expand their skills. Paid ‘universes’ unlock
featured content, focused on specific arts materials and techniques like charcoal
drawing, and exclusive lessons created in partnership with commercial entities like
Marvel, Disney and Studio Ghibli.
Through our research of arts education nonprofits like Studio in a School,
ArtsConnection and The Future Project we realized the complexities and research
necessary to enter that space. These organizations have been in this space for years
gathering insights and best practices which would require us to do extensive research
that could not be completed in our time constraint. Inspired by their work we created
Doodleverse to provide a valuable tool and service parallel to arts learning occurring in
this space.
Providing an environment where users learn art through a self paced, community
supported platform gives these partners opportunities to connect and grow their
audiences of their recognizable characters and timeless stories. Connecting with these
culturally relevant partners also creates greater value for our content and enables us to
move beyond our current target user, growing our audience.
The portion of revenue gained from this premium content model will be used to donate
art materials through arts organizations discovered through our initial research and to
young audiences to inspire and invest in their arts learning.

Originally designed with Adults as current target
user, we would like to include young people as
future target users:
Chromebooks is the majority choice in education,
providing easy to manage deployment technology
for schools and giving students the ability to do
collaborative classwork but don’t necessarily
provide the best creative experiences.
● Of the 12.6 million mobile devices shipped
to primary and secondary schools in the
United States in 2016, Chromebooks
accounted for 58 percent of the market
● Google devices shipped to Schools
steadily climbing
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